LANDMARK TL
®

Triple Laminate Luxury Roofing Shingles

Landmark TL, shown in Shenandoah
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NOTE: Due to limitations of printing reproduction, CertainTeed can not guarantee the identical
match of the actual product color to the graphic representations throughout this publication.

Shown in Shenandoah

Your Home
Deserves the
Triple Crown.
Three laminated layers of the industry’s most durable materials, providing a
dramatically thick roofing product styled with the classic appeal of wood shakes.
Landmark® TL is the triple performance shake that has the hand-split look of
cedar and the durable dimension of tri-laminate technology.

The New
American Landscape

The Look of Wood
(Minus the Worry)

See it for yourself. The thickness that gives
Landmark TL unmatched durability also
ensures a stunning natural appearance.
Like a real wood shake, it’s truly dimensional
in shape, with distinct butted edges and
long-lasting curb appeal.

Landmark TL costs a fraction of natural
wood shakes, but the benefits don’t end
there. Unlike wood, it won’t rot or decay, and
it offers excellent wind and fire resistance.
Landmark TL also features the ultimate in stain
protection, CertainTeed’s
technology, to repel algae before it can take
hold and spread. StreakFighter’s granular
blend includes naturally algae-resistant copper
to combat the ugly black streaking caused by
algae and help your roof maintain its beauty
for years to come.

Triple-play
Construction
TL is triple-layer, the secret behind
beauty with performance. Landmark TL
features three laminated layers of the
industry’s strongest materials to produce
a thick, dimensional shake that endures,
commanding attention wherever it goes.

Landmark TL. Don’t just choose it for the
triple-layer durability, originality, or even the
cost advantages. Choose it for the power of
its position… high above all the rest.
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Shown in Moiré Black

The
Ultimate
Power
Shake
• Three-piece laminated fiber glass
construction
• Rustic appearance of hand-split
wood shakes

CertainTeed products are tested to ensure the highest
quality and comply with the following industry standards:
Fire Resistance:
• UL Class A
• UL certified to meet ASTM D3018 Type 1
Wind Resistance:
• UL certified to meet ASTM D3018 Type 1
• ASTM D3161 Class F
Tear Resistance:
• UL certified to meet ASTM D3462
• CSA standard A123.5
Wind Driven Rain Resistance:
• Miami-Dade Product Control Acceptance:
Please reference www.certainteed.com to determine
approved products by manufacturing location.
Quality Standards:
• ICC-ES-ESR-1389 & ESR-3537
WARRANTY
• Lifetime limited transferable warranty against
manufacturing defects on residential applications
• 50-year limited transferable warranty against
manufacturing defects on group-owned or commercial
applications
• 15-year
algae-resistance
warranty (where available)
• 10-year SureStart™ protection
• 15-year 110 mph wind-resistance warranty
• Wind warranty upgrade to 130 mph available. CertainTeed
starter and CertainTeed hip and ridge required
See actual warranty for specific details and limitations.
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LANDMARK® TL COLOR PALETTE

Country Gray

Max Def Black Walnut

Moiré Black

Shenandoah
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The Ultimate in
Stain Protection.

Add a Little Accent
to Your Roof.

Those streaks you see on other roofs in your
neighborhood? That’s algae, and it’s a common
eyesore on roofing throughout North America.
CertainTeed’s StreakFighter technology uses the
power of science to repel algae before it can take
hold and spread. StreakFighter’s granular blend
includes naturally algae-resistant copper, helping
your roof maintain its curb appeal and look
beautiful for years to come.

Granule with
StreakFighter
Technology
Ceramic coating
Copper layer
Mineral core
Diagram for illustrative purposes only
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CertainTeed offers Mountain Ridge®, an accessory
product used for capping hips and ridges. It is
the perfect finishing touch for your roof, offering
blended color and high-profile design. For a low
profile design, use CertainTeed Shadow Ridge®.

Shown in Country Gray
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With CertainTeed Flintlastic® SA,
you can coordinate flat roof areas
like carports, canopies and porches
with your main roof. Flintlastic SA
is a self-adhering low slope
roofing product available
in ten colors that
complement
some of the
most popular
CertainTeed
shingles.
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Integrity Roof System™
A COMPLETE APPROACH TO LONG LASTING BEAUTY AND PERFORMANCE
With as much care as you take in selecting the right contractor, choosing the right
roof system is equally as important. A CertainTeed Integrity Roof System combines
key elements that help ensure you have a well-built roof for long-lasting performance.
It all starts with CertainTeed’s broad line of shingles, featuring brilliant color blends, dramatic styles
and shadow lines, and the strongest warranties in the industry. The right shingle can mean the difference
between an average, everyday look or a beautiful roof that’s the talk of the neighborhood.
Shingles are just the beginning – to keep your new roof performing and looking great for years to come it takes
a complete CertainTeed Integrity Roof System approach.

1. Waterproofing Underlayment

		
The first step in your defense against the
elements. Self-adhering underlayment is
installed at vulnerable areas of your roof to
help prevent leaks from wind-driven rain and
ice dams.

2. Water-Resistant Underlayment

		 Provides a protective layer over the roof deck
and acts as a secondary barrier against leaks.

3. Starter Shingles

		 Starter Shingles are the first course of shingles
that are installed and designed to work in
tandem with the roof shingles above for
optimal shingle sealing and performance.

4. Shingles

		 Choose from a variety of Good-Better-Best
styles to complement any roof design and fit
your budget.

5. Hip & Ridge Caps

		 Available in numerous profiles, these accessories
are used on the roof’s hip and ridge lines for a
distinctive finishing touch to your new roof.

6. Ventilation

		 A roof that breathes is shown to perform better
and last longer. Ridge Vents, in combination
with Intake Vents, allow air to flow on the
underside of your roof deck, keeping the attic
cooler in the summer and drier in the winter.

learn more at:

certainteed.com/roofing

Landmark® TL
available in
areas shown
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